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Abstract— In this paper we propose the use of multi-topology
(MT) routing for network resilience against link and node
failures. We describe the multi-topologies by ann-dimensional
vector of different link costs for all links in the network. It is the
base for the calculation ofn shortest path trees from any node
to all other destinations, i.e. forn virtual routing topologies. We
define the link costs in such a way that the routing topologies
complement each other in the sense that at least one valid route
remains in a single link or node failure scenario for each pair
of nodes in at least one routing topology. In such a failure case,
packets are rather deviated over the intact routing topology than
discarded. The recovery speed of the presented mechanism is
very fast and can be compared to fast rerouting mechanisms in
MPLS, which reduce packet drops to a minimum. In contrast to
MPLS, MT routing is still a pure IP-based solution that retains
the scalability and the robustness of IP routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Critical operations such as tele-monitoring and control, or
telesurgery depend on very reliable communication regard-
ing packet loss, delay, or connectivity. Thus, carrier grade
networks must offer a high availability of 99.999%, which
is also called the “five nines” property. Service interruptions
should be avoided and their duration should be kept to a
minimum if they occur. Hence, fault tolerance and resilience
of a network becomes a QoS feature because outages can
significantly disturb the user experienced network QoS.

Regarding network failures IP networks are self-healing,
i.e., connectivity is restored automatically after link state
information about a failure has been propagated through the
network. This is a very robust mechanism but it requires
a substantial amount of time that cannot be afforded by
demanding applications. Therefore, fast reroute mechanisms,
e.g. based on MPLS, are defined that try to minimize the
recovery time in such a case. An IP solution of this problem
is the subject of this paper.

Multi-topology (MT) routing provides several different IP
routing topologies within one network. It is an optional mech-
anism within IS-IS ( [1], C.2) used today by many Internet
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service providers (ISPs) for Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)
routing within their clouds [2]. MT routing can be used for a
variety of purposes such as an in-band management network
“on top” of the original IGP topology, to maintain separate
IGP routing domains for isolated multicast or IPv6 islands
within the backbone, or to force a subset of an address space
to follow a different topology. Recently, MT routing extensions
for OSPF were proposed that offer the maintenance of different
link costs for each virtual multi-topology [3], [4]. We take
advantage of this new mechanism to provide a new robust
mechanism for resilient routing.

We keep the mechanism simple. One MT routing scheme
is used under normal networking conditions. If a node detects
the outage of one of its adjacent links or neighbor nodes, it
deviates all traffic that has to be sent according to the routing
table over this failed element to another interface, over an
alternative route that is provided by a another MT routing
scheme.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
existing resilience mechanisms and MT routing as proposed
by the IETF. In Section 3 we propose the use of MT routing
for fast rerouting for locally recognized failures. We illustrate
its operation, clarify logical requirements, and compare it
with existing resilience mechanisms. Section 4 discusses open
issues and Section 5 summarizes this work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we give a short overview on related resilience
mechanisms for which MT routing could be a reasonable
alternative and contrast them to other resilience mechanisms
with a different focus. Then, we explain MT routing as defined
by the IETF.

A. Resilience Mechanisms

IP networks have the self-healing property, i.e., their routing
re-converges after a network failure by exchanging link state
vectors such that all but the failed nodes can be reached after
a while – if a working path still exists. MPLS technology
provides resilience mechanisms that set up backup tunnels in
advance such that the traffic may be simply switched to the
backup path if the primary path fails. This is called protection
switching as opposed to path restoration in IP [5].
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1) Economic Rerouting:The backup paths require addi-
tional resources. The 1+1 protection approach sends the traffic
simultaneously over the primary and the backup path. The 1:1
protection approach uses the backup path only if the primary
path fails such that backup path resources may be shared by
different backup paths that are activated in different failure
scenarios. Resource sharing is the key for economic resilience.
It can be exploited more systematically by MPLS than by
pure IP solutions due to explicit routing of label switched
paths (LSPs) as opposed to shortest path routing. However,
attempts are already made to reduce the required backup
resources for IP networks [6]. Multi-path routing together
with load balancing can further reduce the amount of required
backup capacity such that 17% additional capacity suffices to
protect all single link failures in the COST239 network (cf.
Figure 2(a)) [7].

2) Fast Rerouting: IS-IS and OSPF are the most widely
used interior gateway routing protocols (IGPs). They are link
state protocols, i.e., the routers exchange link state advertise-
ments (LSAs) in regular intervals and calculate the shortest
path trees based on this structure. The interval length is in the
order of 10 seconds and cannot be reduced to arbitrarily small
values [8]. In addition, the computation of the shortest paths
that are needed to construct the routing tables is based on the
new LSAs and requires a substantial amount of time. This
time overhead is tolerable for elastic traffic but not for real-
time traffic or even high-precision telematic or tele-surgery
applications.

Protection switching is faster as the backup paths already
exist. However, if a primary path fails, the outage may be
somewhere along the path. Therefore, the outages have to be
signalled to the ingress router where the backup paths starts.
This procedure takes some time. Thus, fast rerouting requires
that a backup path is available at the location where the outage
occurs [9], i.e., a primary path needs a backup path starting
at each of its nodes. These so-called one-to-one backups may
reconnect to the primary paths further downstream or they
may directly lead to the destination. The one-to-one backup
option entails obviously tremendously many paths and states
inside the network. This is reduced by the so-called facility
backup option where each link or node failure is protected
by separate backup paths. Thus, a facility backup deviates
many primary paths at once around the failure locations such
that they can reconnect their primary paths again. However,
this still induces a substantial amount of backup paths and
the resulting number of states puts a great burden on the
involved routers. Fast rerouting with 1:1 protection requires
substantially more capacity than economic rerouting but in
contrast to 1+1 protection, the additional capacity may be used
to carry low priority traffic in failure-free scenarios.

B. Multi-Topology Routing

We first explain multi-topology (MT) routing according to
IETF and explain then our use of that concept.

1) MT Routing for IS-IS:The authors of [2] proposed MT
routing extensions for IS-IS.

We denote a network as a directed graphG = (V, E , k()̇).
The set of verticesV represents the routers and the set
of directed edgesE represents the links in the network.
Traditional routing protocols require a cost functionk(l) for
the links l ∈ E . In case of link state routing protocols, each
node broadcasts the link costs in regular intervals or in case
of topology changes such that any node in the network has
a complete map about active links and their costs. Based on
this information, each node computes a shortest paths tree [10]
and determines the next hop for each destination within the
network which is recorded - possibly in a compacted form -
in the routing table. In the following, we describe the multi-
topology (MT) routing approach currently described by the
IETF and our proposal.

MT routing providesn different routing schemesRi in a
network that are characterized by their unique MT ID #i with
0 ≤ i < n. The current Internet draft proposes to create dif-
ferentRi by including links to the MT or by excluding them.
Hence, a new virtual network topologyGi = (Vi, Ei, k()̇) is
created that differs inE . For backward compatibility reasons,
E0 = E contains all links in the network. By omitting some
links in the topology, the broadcast of link state packages
(LSPs) is limited to the nodes within the same MT and the
shortest path algorithm is performed for eachGi to calculate
a separate routing tableTi for eachRi. Normal data packets
are marked with one MT ID. If a packet is received by a
forwarding process, the MT ID #i of the packet is evaluated
first and then the next hop towards the destination of the packet
is derived as usual from routing tableTi. This way, a subset
of the traffic in the network can be forced to use only the link
subsetEi ⊆ E .

2) MT Routing for OSPF:In [3], [4] similar extensions
are proposed for OSPF. It enhances the scalar link costs

to n-dimensional vectorsk(l) =

(
k(l)0

...
k(l)n−1

)
where k(l)i

corresponds to routing schemeRi. Hence, the routing protocol
now exchanges MT-specific link costs. In contrast to the above
scheme, all nodes and links may participate in all routing
topologiesGi that differ only in their cost functionk(l)i. The
shortest path computation is executed for each topologyGi and
produces a separate routing tableTi for each routing scheme
Ri due to the different link costs. Like above, packets are
marked with the number of their MT routing and forwarded
according to the respective routing tables.

Setting the MT specific link costs to a very high value
has the same effect as excluding the link from the network
topology. We say that those links are not contained in the
routing topology although they are present inEi but they are
usually not used for packet forwarding within this topology.
Hence, this MT routing scheme is at least as powerful as the
one above. The advantage of the new concept for OSPF is that
every routing topology retains the full self-healing potential
of IP routing since all physical linksE are qualified to repair
the connectivity of a routing schemeRi. Hence, after some
time,Ri is up again and may continue to forward packets. In
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particular, connectivity can be restored even in large outage
scenarios as long as working paths exist within the topology.
This is a significant advantage over MPLS solutions. Note that
the original scheme for IS-IS is limited to the subset of links
Ei ⊆ E which reduces the self-healing potential.

III. N ETWORK RESILIENCE THROUGHMT ROUTING

In this section, we explain how MT routing for OSPF can
enhance the resilience of IP networks. We discuss the require-
ment regarding the virtual routing topologies and compare it
with existing rerouting mechanisms.

A. Illustration of MT Routing Resilience

The idea is the following. Packets are forwarded according
to a routing schemeRi and if a link or router failure occurs in
Ri, the MT ID of the affected traffic is changed locally by the
router that detects the failure and has problems to forward the
packet. For that purpose, the routing tableTi is enhanced by a
backup routing scheme such that the new MT ID can be looked
up and inserted into the packet header. The packet is then
forwarded according to the routing table of the new MT ID.
If the new MT is also broken somewhere in the network, this
can possibly create loops. Therefore, an additional time-to-live
(MT TTL) is required which is initially set to the maximum
MT ID and decreased whenever a MT change occurs. If the
MT TTL is zero, the packet is discarded. This method works
well both with our new MT routing concept and the original
proposal by the IETF.

We illustrate this concept based on the artificial example
network in Figure 1(a). We define the MT routing schemes
Ri in such a way that packets are routed on the spanning
trees depicted in Figures 1(b)–1(d). Table I shows the routing
tablesTA

0 , TA
1 , and TA

2 of router A for the respective MT
routing schemes. For each destination router, it provides the
corresponding output interfaceIFA

i . In addition, the backup
routing topology is indicated. For example, a packet at router
A with MT ID #0 and destined for router B is forwarded over
IFA

0 , i.e., it is sent to link A–B. If A–B is down, its MT ID
is changed to #1 and the MT TTL is decremented. Then, the
corresponding output link is A–C. If this link is also down,
the MT ID is changed either to #0 or to #2 depending on the
result of a hash algorithm that is applied to the packet header.
Hence, load balancing can be applied, but it should be done on
the flow level [11], [12]. The MT TTL is again decremented.
Assuming that both link A–B and link A–C fail, the MT ID
of the packet is changed in a circle until MT TTL is zero and
the packet is eventually discarded.

The new concept for the implementation of MT routing
(OSPF) allows that a MT routing scheme may be self-healing
like conventional IP routing. It takes a while until the new
network topology information has been exchanged after a
failure and until the routing tablesTi of the affected routing
schemesRi have been set up again. If it is necessary to
maintain the connectivity within a single routing topology,
links with large costs are integrated into the virtual routing
topology, thus, increasing the respective set of used edgesU .

B. Requirements for Resilient MT Routing

The resilience mechanism above requires at least two differ-
ent topologies such that any network node can reach any other
destination by a working routing topology if an adjacent link
or node fails. Thus, in this section we explain the requirements
for the virtual routing topologies such that the different routing
schemes protect each other and we give examples that show
the existence of virtual topologies in real networks which
satisfy these conditions.

1) Virtual Topology Requirements:The set of used edgesUi

of a routing topologyRi comprises those links that contribute
to a shortest path according to the link costs in a failure-free
networking scenario. If a linkl fails, any routing topology
containingl is possibly corrupted. Hence, MT routing can be
resilient to the failure of a linkl if at least one routing topology
exists that does not containl. If v is an interior node in the
graph of used links of a routing topology, it may serve as
transit router and its failure could corrupt the routing scheme.
Hence, MT routing can be resilient to the failure of a nodev
if at least one routing topology exists wherev is a leaf node
in its graph of used links.

2) Examples: Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the physical
topologies of the core of the COST-239 testbed [13] and the
testbed of the KING project (Key Components for the Internet
of the Next Generation, [14]). In both networks, dual routing
schemesR0 andR1 with the properties discussed above are
easy to find.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate two dual virtual routing
topologies for each of the two networks that protect each
other against single link or node failures. According to the
requirements, any node is leaf node in at least one routing
topology and any link is not contained in at least one routing
topology.
Note that the routing topologies need not be spanning trees.
Adding the dashed links destroys the spanning tree structure
of the virtual topologies but does not violate the resilience
constraints. Apart from that, not all physical links can be
included into the routing topologies as they would violate the
resilience constraints concerning node failures for at least one
of the both routing topologies.

The concept of “resilient routing layers” (RRL) has been
presented in [15], [16]. The layers correspond to our virtual
routing topologies but they are not based on MTs. Hence, a
single layer is not self-healing as it can not be extended by
additional links if network elements fail. This, however, is
necessary to maintain connectivity in unplanned failure sce-
narios. The authors of [15], [16] have also proposed algorithms
to construct suitable RRLs. An adaptation of these methods
can possibly help to generate also virtual routing topologies
automatically.

C. Comparison with Existing Rerouting Mechanisms

MT routing is clearly a fast rerouting mechanism. In contrast
to MPLS fast rerouting it reveals the following advantages.
Two virtual topologies are enough to guarantee end-to-end
reachability with resilience whereas MPLS solutions require
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Fig. 1. The physical network topology and multiple virtual routing topologies for a small example network.

TABLE I

ROUTING TABLES TA
0 , TA

1 , AND TA
2 OF ROUTERA.

destination IFA
0 backup forR0 IFA

1 backup forR1 IFA
2 backup forR2

B A–B R1 (100%) A–C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A–B R1 (100%)
C A–C R2 (100%) A–C R2 (100%) A–B R1 (100%)
D A–F R1 (50%),R2 (50%) A–C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A–B R1 (100%)
E A–F R1 (50%),R2 (50%) A–C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A–B R1 (100%)
F A–F R1 (100%) A–C R0 (50%),R2 (50%) A–F R1 (100%)

|V|·(|V|−1) primary paths for the mere end-to-end reachability
and additional backup paths for all links in the primary
paths (one-to-one backup). This is a severe problem for label
switching routers whose maximum number of simultaneous
label switched paths (LSPs) is limited. MPLS fast rerouting
does not protect against double failures because connectivity
is lost if both primary and backup path break. In such a case,
MT routing maintains at least connectivity because simple
IP rerouting for each MT topology is performed which also
considers links with expensive costs which are outside the
virtual routing topology. Hence, MT routing is as robust as IP
routing and more resilient than MPLS fast rerouting in case
of unplanned multiple failures.

Now, we consider the resource requirements for resilient
MT routing. We may use two different virtual routing topolo-
gies, one for primary transport and one for backup transport.
This corresponds to maintaining two separate networks from

a resource point of view. Therefore, the double amount of
capacity is required than for a network without resilience
features. In addition, topologies with fewer links lead to
longer paths, therefore, more than 100% backup capacity is
needed, which is in the same order of magnitude like the
requirements for MPLS fast rerouting. Hence, MT rerouting
is not economic.

IV. OUTLOOK ON FURTHER RESEARCH

So far, we have made plausible that MT routing is an
attractive means to implement fault tolerance in IP networks.
We identify the following items as open research issues.

• Resilient Network Dimensioning.In case of network
outage, QoS in terms of loss and delay can only be
guaranteed if the bandwidth is sufficient for the backup
traffic. Therefore, network failures and corresponding
backup capacities must be taken into account in the
network dimensioning process.
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Fig. 2. Physical network topologies.
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Fig. 3. Dual routing topologies protect against all single link and node failures.
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• Consideration of Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs).In
this paper we did not consider links with shared risks, i.e.,
links that fail simultaneously because they depend on the
same fiber or duct. We are aware of that problem which
has to be respected for the dimensioning of networks
(regarding suitable locations for backup capacity), for the
assignment of link costs, or for the primary and backup
path definition, respectively. SRLGs introduce a high
computational complexity [17] such that these problems
are often solved by heuristic algorithms [18], [19].

• Minimization of Propagation Delay.The virtual routing
topologies should be designed in a way that the mere
propagation delay is not excessive due to an excessive
length of the shortest paths offered by the default routing
topology. The use of several routing topologies helps if
the topologies with the shortest paths for a specific aggre-
gate are used for primary and backup routing. Note that
the logical requirements in Section III-B are intentionally
formulated in such a way that they are applicable to more
than two complementing virtual routing topologies.

• Minimization of Capacity Requirements.The needed net-
work capacity for the backup routes can be reduced
by sharing backup capacities intentionally, i.e. by 1:1
protection. That means, several routing topologies are
required with overlapping backup routes such that backup
capacity can be saved on common links. In addition,
multi-path routing may be applied to further reduce the
capacity requirements, similarly to the concept of Self-
Protecting Multi-Path [7]. Well designed systems can
achieve considerable bandwidth savings without losing
network resilience.

• Automation of Link Cost Assignment.The link cost as-
signment for MT routing should be automated by offline
tools or by distributed algorithms to construct resilient
MT topologies. Optimal solutions and fast heuristics are
welcome.

• Determination of the Complexity of the above Opti-
mization Problems.The assignment of virtual routing
topologies with the above mentioned constraints and opti-
mization goals poses interesting computational problems
whose complexity is not investigated yet.

We briefly asses the importance of these issues. The SRLG
issue must be solved to make resilient MT routing applicable,
which can be done by heuristics. The network dimensioning
is straightforward if the routing scheme and the set of failures
to protect is given. The minimization of the propagation delay
and the capacity requirements is optional and need not be
solved to use resilient MT routing. The automation of the link
cost assignment is desirable for ease of network management.
The determination of the problem complexity leads to interest-
ing insights regarding the adaptability of resilient MT routing
and justifies the use of suboptimal heuristic algorithms.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we reviewed existing rerouting strategies. They
are either economic or fast. We explained multi-topology

(MT) routing and enhanced this mechanism for fast rerout-
ing. We illustrated the operation of the new concept and
derived the logical requirements of the complementing virtual
topologies. We showed its viability in two example topologies
and compared resilient MT routing with existing resilience
mechanisms. Finally, we discussed open issues that provide
interesting aspects for further research.
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